
Sex-Related Catholic Medical Torture

Two Baltimore-area priests not likely named as abusers should be added to your list: popular
Monsignor Martin A. Schwalenberg Jr., late Orioles chaplain and former pastor of Immaculate
Conception in Towson, and Father Thakalahara (spelling?) from India, his order and
assignments unknown. Both ruined my life by causing my parents, siblings, relatives, and a
thousand others to insult, cheat, and shun me for decades over being disfigured by
Munchausen by Proxy Catholic dogma, my mom, and colluding Johns Hopkins dermatologists
at age six in 1960 as “contraception sin prevention.” Schwalenberg assured Mom that her
disfiguring me was a minor sin compared to her using contraception to avoid pregnancy death
or divorce. Her burning me red head to toe to fabricate “a genetic skin disease from my dad” as
her long term abstinence extortion excuse certainly took fed-up racist Dad’s attention off their
last child Larry looking like Father Thakalahara. Mom ignored Schwalenberg carrying on affairs
with Orioles’ wives because she was carrying on with Thakalahara. Since fraudulent Natural
Family Planning kept failing her, Schwalenberg directed her to disfigure me instead.
https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-2004-03-21-0403210039-story.html
https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/baltimoresun/name/martin-schwalenberg-obituary?id=275
57597

My systemic abuse is typical of what many Catholic officials promote and cover up in addition to
their clergy sexual abuse: body shaming, school beatings, castration, obstetric torture
(symphysiotomies and denied painkillers), forced pregnancies, forced adoptions, forced
abortions, infanticide, unwed mother false imprisonment (Magdalene and Good Shepherd slave
labor laundries), government coups (Hitler’s rise and Jan. 6), and genocide to impose sexual
abstinence on us “sexually unworthy” millions, while excusing sex crimes and abortions by their
own esteemed clergy. If authorities only investigate clergy sex crimes, they are setting us
constituents up for more generations of abuse. The Vatican war on safe sex fuels its pedophile
priest scourge by guaranteeing these priests unlimited unwanted fresh kids from dysfunctional
homes. These underlying reproductive abuses are excellently summarized by Dr. Doris
Reisinger:
https://www.mdpi.com/2077-1444/13/3/198/htm
https://en.doris-reisinger.de/theologie
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doris_Reisinger

The Catholic Church should be investigated not only for sexual dogma-based Munchausen by
Proxy (MBP) medical torture of gays, intersex infants, rape victims, and maternity patients, but
also for Nazi-like Cold War experiments in Catholic hospitals, schools, and orphanages that
partnered with Johns Hopkins, other hospitals, the Pentagon, other government agencies, and
pharmaceutical companies to exploit patients and children for involuntary radiation, biochemical,
and drug experiments -- often for the vicious religious purpose of imposing abstinence on
"sexually unworthy sinners" like unwed mothers, their fatherless kids, gays, the disabled,
non-Catholics, and indigenous and other ethnic minorities. Abstinence-motivated medical
assault like disfigurement, castration, female genital mutilation, and symphysiotomies are as
heinous as sexual assault. Medically imposed abstinence is Vatican-approved eugenics.
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https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/lsereviewofbooks/2015/01/19/against-their-will-the-secret-history-of-medic
al-experimentation-on-children-in-cold-war-america-by-judith-l-newman-gregory-j-dober-and-alle
n-m-hornblum/
https://www.amazon.com/Undue-Risk-Secret-Experiments-Humans-ebook/dp/B00CUFD690

Authorities should also investigate the ignored three dozen nun-run slave-labor and
baby-trafficking Magdalene Laundry/Good Shepherd prisons in several states, including one in
Baltimore. They might have mass graves like the ones discovered at indigenous residential
schools, orphanages, and baby mills in Canada and Ireland.
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/survivors-describe-rape-assaults-in-rare-look-at-us-
magdalene-laundriesvideo-live-discussion-sponsored-by-janet-janet--suggs-llc-300972545.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/03/27/canada-residential-school-pope-francis-apol
ogy/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/388229/irelands-evil-mother-baby-homes-raped-abused/

Officials should realize that Trump fan rejection of covid vaccines is fueled by the unholy trinity
of the pedophile priest war on safe sex science, legitimate fear of government experiments and
defective drugs, and GOP MBP glee over covid killing mostly minorities. Yet after the vaccines
proved safe, I got vaccinated even though I’m still disfigured by Johns Hopkins radiation
“treatments” for Mom’s priest-ordered abuse.

I was very offended when childless Pope Francis chewed out “selfish” couples for having pets
instead of kids. His disfiguring abstinence cult made sure that I’d never attract anyone, therefore
have kids. And why should impoverished, unhealthy or abuse-surviving couples breed for a
wealthy pedophile priest-serving cult anyway?
https://www.cosmopolitan.com/lifestyle/a38686898/pope-francis-pets-kids-selfish/
https://www.inquirer.com/opinion/pope-francis-pets-catholic-selfish-20220106.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/01/07/pope-francis-pets-make-us-better-people-
even-if-we-dont-have-children/?itid=lk_interstitial_manual_12

While deliberate medical harm flourished under the Nazis, Christian “sin-preventing” mutilation
like castration and facial disfigurement actually date back to early saints inspired by St. Peter
who kept his own daughter lame to keep her a virgin. Saints Ebba and Rose of Lima disfigured
their own faces to remain virgins. So in addition to my MD and PA school nuns savagely beating
learning-disabled kids, they also preached penitential self-mayhem, as depicted in movies like
“The Da Vinci Code.”
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:c-CposR-wJEJ:https://www.thedailyb
east.com/why-did-saint-peter-paralyze-his-own-daughter+&cd=8&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us

MBP “Saint” Mother Teresa was outed by disgusted volunteers like Hemley Gonzalez as a
sadistic money-laundering fraud who denied her captive patients all basic medical care just so
they would suffer for the sins of the rich, while she flew their private jets to access the best care
for herself. Similarly, abstinence bullies like playboy and pedophile priests and Natural Family
Planning (NFP) teachers order childbirth-ruined mothers like my mom to sicken their unwanted
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kids like me to extort years of abstinence from husbands threatening divorce over the
contraception ban that these church reps themselves disobey. Irish hospitals justified forcing
gruesome symphysiotomies on petite mothers to save them from “sinful contraceptive”
c-sections that limited them to just four pregnancies instead of the expected ten to twenty.
Symphysiotomies were likely performed in America too.
https://bigthink.com/articles/hemley-gonzalez-the-truth-about-mother-teresa/
https://www.businessinsider.com/afp-mother-teresas-legacy-under-cloud-as-sainthood-nears-20
16-9
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/spotlight/arid-40324274.html

Whistleblowers like the late former priest therapist Richard Sipe have complained about
antiabortion priests who secretly force abortions on their mistresses and rape victims. Sipe knew
of 50 such priest-forced abortions. In one of his books, he revealed that a priest castigated
Sipe’s own mother for using “sinful” ineffective NFP even though she nearly died several times
from her resulting ten pregnancies. Years ago, I called Sipe to relate my theory that the
contraception ban forces unhealthy mothers to commit MBP abuse against unwanted kids, and
he agreed in horror. https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2002-jul-07-tm-46979-story.html

The media and Obama Administration inexcusably ignored the hypocrite Little Sisters of the
Poor egregiously continuing their MBP war on insurance-covered contraception despite their
very own knocked-up Sister Sosefina Amoa smothering her secret newborn at their DC mother
house in 2013!
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/mother-convicted-of-killing-newborn-said-she-didnt
-know-she-was-pregnant/2014/05/21/814636d6-dc82-11e3-8009-71de85b9c527_story.html

Centuries of brutal church hypocrisy mandated that Schwalenberg order my mom Ellen Mueller
to disfigure me as her abstinence forever excuse to save herself from death by another
pregnancy, divorce over no more sex, or damnation for contraception use. She exploited my
mild hand rash from radioactive glow-in-the-dark rosaries by burning my entire body with caustic
tub concoctions, then trafficking me for permanent x-ray and uv radiation burns by
Pentagon-funded dermatologists at Johns Hopkins and Philly’s University of Pennsylvania
Hospital. Such "treatments" turned me into a revolting molting red lobster that got me banned
from schools, stores, restaurants, buses, family gatherings, ever marrying, and many jobs.

Mom bullied me into obeying by screaming that this torture would prevent my dad Phil Mueller
from abandoning us. At the time, I thought her burning remedies simply meant that she was
“stupid like Lucy Ricardo.” Only recently did I realize that my red skin also conveniently took
Dad’s attention off his last inexplicably brown-skinned Asian-looking child resembling Mom’s
other favorite priest, Father Thakalahara. God would forgive her because she martyred my skin
and dignity in atonement. And I wouldn’t be surprised if Schwalenberg was also tied into the
deadly Father Maskell teen sex ring revealed in The Keepers series.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Keepers
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Dad also got in on the abuse by shunning me in public, helping his dad take insulting side show
pics of my most burned parts, including my naked rear end, and ignoring Mom humiliating me
with backyard naked winter sun baths, overdosing me on barbiturates, trying to amputate my
arms, and making me bald. This abuse was witnessed by Towson neighbors like the Fields
family. Years later, I and Doylestown, PA neighbor Bunny Tose (niece of Eagles owner Leonard
Tose) separately caught him in adultery when we spotted him sneaking out of a notorious
prostitution motel where our Catholic hot teen hooker neighbor Mary Lafferty later got arrested
for servicing the sex-starved Our Lady of Mt. Carmel husbands of NFP fool wives.

When I discovered healing radiation detox steam showers, Mom threw apoplectic fits over
“selfish” water wasting. She made every visitor and delivery man visit our laundry room so she
could demand their pity over the relatively measly two hours she spent each week washing my
greasy medicine-soaked clothes. She kept up this humiliating harassment even though my
disobedient showers slowly cleared my skin and need for greasy medicine. She also relentlessly
hounded everyone about my “clown” makeup, “quack” plastic surgeon consultations, and
“mentally ill” all-nighter school assignments that boosted my grades. She even belittled my
dignity when I refused to enter my burned skin in a local disability pageant.

When I declared feminist support of contraception, Mt. Carmel priests and nuns ordered her to
keep me disfigured and doped on psychotropics -- not unlike Rosemary Kennedy's lobotomy
punishment for "proof of fornication" leaves in her hair from clumsy convent prison escapes.

Last year, I complained to DC AG Carl Racine about dogma-based psychiatric drug and
radiation experiments at Georgetown University. In early 1992, Mom arranged my consultation
with Father Jon O’Brien, late GU Dean of Psychiatry, to drug me out of more plastic surgery for
ongoing looksist job discrimination. Although I unwittingly described to O’Brien Mom’s classic
MBP assaults that switched from physical to psychotropic abuse, he angrily bragged about
developing those bad side-effect drugs and threw me out of his office. I later learned that those
prescriptions intentionally muzzle us angry abuse survivors. During the Cold War, the CIA
funded GU’s Dr. Charles Geschickter who farmed out radioactive isotopes and MK-Ultra mind
control funds for sinister involuntary experiments around the country.
https://ahrp.org/dr-charles-geschickter-served-the-cia-both-as-researcher-and-funding-conduit/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1977/08/06/mind-control-quartet-subpoenaed-
by-senate-after-no-show/3029acae-91dd-4002-9115-d251cf74f294/
https://pelgranepress.com/2017/03/01/call-of-chicago-often-is-a-word-they-seldom-use/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1977/08/04/turner-cites-149-drug-test-projects/
ceb6e94f-25fd-451d-83a3-6533a7a3a7c3/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Midnight_Climax

Two psychiatrists twenty years apart (Dr. Rodriguez at JH and Dr. Lawrence Decker in
Doylestown, PA) believed Mom caused my disfigurement, but since JH was also conducting
horrific involuntary Tuskegee and Guatemala SDT and radiation experiments on unwitting adults
and kids, my lab rat stage mother conveniently passed its child abuse investigation. Years later,
my frantic anti-healing parents hired Decker to shame me out of using my job savings for fixing
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my dad-broken nose and radiation-stunted chin. When I reluctantly met Decker, he almost
immediately blurted: “Go get your surgery! Your mother is the awfulest, awfulest woman I ever
met!” Later, we joked about how horrified my stupid toxic parents would be if they knew his
specialty was encouraging sex lives for the disabled. They picked him on the recommendation
of a lawyer they consulted to prevent my planned surgery. When I arrived at Haverford Hospital,
my surgeon Dr. Julius Newman angrily told the staff that he was ready to sue my mother
because she bullied every politician and medical license authority in PA to revoke his license.
When Decker told me he believed Mom caused my scarring, I assumed he meant
psychosomatically.

For years, I believed her rotten religiosity psychosomatically worsened my "genetic" hand rash
until I learned about MBP abuse from the Dr. Dean Edell Show in October 1992. Months after
my disastrous appointment with O’Brien, a damn TV talk show finally gave me a psychiatric
name for Mom’s obsession with disfiguring me. After the show, I contacted guest Dr. Herbert
Schreier, who urged me to read his book and contact his co-author Dr. Judith Libow for her
study on adult survivors of MPB parents.
https://www.amazon.com/Hurting-Love-Munchausen-Proxy-Syndrome/dp/0898621216

By divine coincidence, a few days later, a DC suicide prevention counselor connected me to
anti-nuclear activist Ann Hopkins, who was also facially disfigured by her MBP scientist dad's
radiation experiments at Hanford. Together, we attended DC-area hearings of the Advisory
Committee on Human Radiation Experiments (ACHRE), where we met dozens of child survivors
like ourselves. Many were exploited by Catholic birth and adoptive military parents and
orphanage nuns, and developed peeling burns like mine, and later died prematurely like Ann of
resulting cancers. Some were certain that their military doctors included Paperclip Nazis. One
shocking government handout revealed that radium-painted rosaries caused my initial mystery
hand rash. Mom always knew the cause, but smugly hid the truth from me!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advisory_Committee_on_Human_Radiation_Experiments

Controversial Canadian whistleblower Rev. Kevin Annett has complained about mass graves
and Nazi-like government-funded experiments on indigenous kids at Catholic and other religious
residential schools across Canada, along with experiments on Quebec orphans in nun-run
asylums. I wouldn’t be surprised if US residential schools and orphanages also have secret
mass graves like those in Canada and Ireland.
https://www.buzzsprout.com/1364944/10035642
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplessis_Orphans
https://www.freedommag.org/english/canada/reports/page01.htm
https://thelinknewspaper.ca/article/the-order-of-grey-nuns-facilitated-child-kidnappings
https://knowledgenuts.com/2013/09/26/the-duplessis-orphans-20000-intentional-misdiagnoses/

I contacted JH and UP for my pediatric records, but JH archivist lawyer Keenan Crawford
refused to send a copy of 1960-62 meeting minutes mentioning JH experiments unless I first
signed a waiver promising not to sue. The Baltimore Sun had just revealed that JH stuffed
radium up the noses of 67,000 students and fed radioactive iodine to Down Syndrome kids. He
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NEVER sent me the waiver. The records I did receive didn’t list government experiments. Other
JH survivors got the same runaround. One of my UP dermatologists, the disgraced Dr. Albert
Kligman, was outed in Acres of Skin for testing LSD, Agent Orange, toxic concentrations of
retin-A, and hundreds of other chemicals on Holmesburg prisoners. He used undiluted retin-A to
horrifically scab skin in an effort to create “radiation burn-proof hardened skin” for soldiers. He
may have done that to me too.
https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-1997-10-12-1997285020-story.html
https://www.amazon.com/Acres-Skin-Experiments-Holmesburg-Prison/dp/0415923360
https://www.thedp.com/article/2021/06/kligman-prison-experiments-petition-police-free-penn
https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2013/nov/15/book-review-against-their-will-the-secret-hist
ory-of-medical-experimentation-on-children-in-cold-war-america
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Kligman

I've never had access to Mom's JH abuse evaluation or the list of JH experiments, but suspect
priests submitted letters defending her faith-based abuse, and that the Pentagon was war
gaming radiation disfigurement of females to study their long term demoralizing effect on males
in friendly and enemy nations, who would then shun them for reproduction, thus further reducing
populations. When ACHRE held its first public hearing at the Mayflower Hotel, TV and press
crews swarmed the ballroom as indignant Medical College of Virginia officials defended running
a disturbing Pentagon experiment in which 68 paid subjects suffered a dime-sized heat lamp
skin burn for testing treatments. The public outrage stunned me since those adult volunteers
endured one tiny arm scar, whereas my head and entire body were involuntarily burned at age
six for the egos of my mom, priests, and military contractors.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/opinions/1994/07/03/no-burning-secrets/7cd82d0f-051
2-4652-ac95-f4923f4353b5/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/opinions/1994/06/19/burning-secrets/03042318-08f8-4
ae2-b12a-8f3d70855860/

Former Peace Corp volunteer and Berkeley medical anthropologist Nancy Scheper-Hughes
connected lack of contraception to high child “poverty deaths” by desperate MBP mothers in a
Brazilian shanty town that she studied since 1964. After a liberal village priest allowed her to
teach modern contraception, she happily discovered in later visits that the selective neglect
passive infanticide rates of 36 -41% were stopped by smaller planned families. These mothers
had been previously praising Jesus for “triaging their unwanted kids to make room for the
wanted ones.”
https://www.naturalhistorymag.com/features/282558/no-more-angel-babieshey
-on-the-alto-do-cruzeiro

Compare that outcome to a Philly priest who wouldn’t allow Marie Noe sterilization even though
her infants kept “dying from SIDS.” He should have been arrested along with her for abetting her
ongoing “less sinful” MBP smothering “birth control” of at least eight, possibly nine of her ten
dead kids (one stillborn).
https://www.goodreads.com/review/show/3641466378
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Scheper-Hughes also recounted how she and her brother naively induced crucifixion
stigmata-like irritations on their skin on holy days to impress their pious Catholic mother. But
their antics were benign cosplay compared to my mom's abuse and the NFP birth control scam
that pretends women’s ovaries obey Vatican calendars, charts, and thermometers, thereby
forcing millions to suffer grisly obstetric injuries and death, decades of abstinence, and the
humiliation of brothel-outsourced angry husbands like my dad.
http://members.tranquility.net/~rwinkel/psych/MBPandNarcissism.pdf

The insulting pedophile priest junk science of NFP nearly killed the infamous anonymous
excommunicated Phoenix mother who was saved by an emergency abortion at St. Joseph’s
Hospital in 2009. That fiasco could have been avoided if the hospital allowed her sterilization or
real contraception after previous pregnancies nearly killed her. Instead, she was only allowed
NFP that AGAIN immediately failed her. Studies show that many women ovulate more than
once per month, thus leaving no safe sex days: https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna3076995
https://flo.health/getting-pregnant/trying-to-conceive/fertility/hyperovulation
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn3927-women-can-ovulate-more-than-once-a-month/
https://www.npr.org/2010/05/21/127033375/sister-margaret-mcbride-dont-confess

No government would criminalize contraception, sterilization, and abortion on behalf of the
Vatican if the media paid attention to the WW2 years of future “Saint” Paul VI, author of the
deadly “pro-life” Humanae Vitae Encyclical that spread HIV with its condom ban. This “saint”
funded the Nazi Ustasha monk-run death camps in Croatia that raped and slaughtered nearly a
million non-Catholic Christian Serbs for their suspected contraception use.
https://www.artsjournal.com/herman/2006/01/following_the_rat_lines.html
https://swcjerusalem.org/oldsite/CROATIA_122-13.htm
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/7/30/1554483/-Pope-Francis-at-Auschwitz-But-Not-Wher
e-Catholics-Slaughtered-700-000-Serbs-Jews-and-Roma-in-WWII#comments

If authorities only investigate clergy sexual abuse, and ignore the bigger picture of these same
perps also committing dogma-based MBP medical torture to impose the miserable abstinence
they themselves won’t practice, nations will continue suffering dysfunctional families, substance
abuse, overpopulation unemployment poverty, human trafficking, pandemics, pollution, and
democidal dictatorships that the Catholic Church sponsors to keep its crime racket going. The
public health-menacing GOP attacks on masks and vaccines are no different than the pedophile
priest war on life-saving safe sex.

Recently, I was shocked to learn that Baltimore’s late Cardinal Gibbons and Saint Pope Pius X
badgered our government to defend genocidal atrocities in Africa by Belgium Catholic pedophile
King Leopold II from 1885 to 1908. Gibbons and Pius X tripped over each other to heap praise
on Leopold’s “humanitarian” pillaging of the Congo that resulted in five to fifteen million murders:

“Nor has the Vatican ever come to terms with its errors in bolstering Leopold’s bloody regime.
Church officials seemed more uncomfortable with his irregular sex life than his homicidal
stewardship in Africa. Pius X found the tango craze and other expressions of modern

http://members.tranquility.net/~rwinkel/psych/MBPandNarcissism.pdf
https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna3076995
https://flo.health/getting-pregnant/trying-to-conceive/fertility/hyperovulation
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn3927-women-can-ovulate-more-than-once-a-month/
https://www.npr.org/2010/05/21/127033375/sister-margaret-mcbride-dont-confess
https://www.artsjournal.com/herman/2006/01/following_the_rat_lines.html
https://swcjerusalem.org/oldsite/CROATIA_122-13.htm
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/7/30/1554483/-Pope-Francis-at-Auschwitz-But-Not-Where-Catholics-Slaughtered-700-000-Serbs-Jews-and-Roma-in-WWII#comments
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/7/30/1554483/-Pope-Francis-at-Auschwitz-But-Not-Where-Catholics-Slaughtered-700-000-Serbs-Jews-and-Roma-in-WWII#comments


decadence more appalling than the victimization of the Congolese to which he refused to give
any credence.”
https://academichustler1975.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/the-defenders-of-king-leopold-ii-genoci
de-in-the-congo/

Because governments haven’t held the Vatican accountable for its collusion with genociders,
antiabortion fans of Donald Trump felt entitled to mob our Capitol to keep him in power “to
restore morals.” Too many Trump fans, with their eagerness to murder VP Pence and Speaker
Pelosi, aren’t that different from Leopold’s hand- and foot-chopping ivory and rubber
mercenaries, Hitler’s brown shirts, or my mutilating mom. We came very close to a religious
coup suffered by other nations, so ignoring seditious religious thugs is perilous. My sadistic
family got holy orgasms by torturing me for decades, yet bystanders mostly excused them.

We Vatican and government medical torture victims deserve justice and compensation for these
indefensible atrocities. While Guatemalan STD victims have filed a class action against JH, JH
still hasn’t been punished for its radiation experiments. I’m also wondering if Catholic clergy
selected some Guatemalan child victims in pedphile rejection retaliation. Holmesburg prisoners
also didn’t have much luck against Dr. Kligman and UP. My corrective surgeries exceeded
$100,000 and, to my family’s sanctimonious delight, I’m still too ugly to get or keep jobs. It would
help if federal and state statutes of limitation were lifted so we aging church and government
torture victims could be compensated and become a category protected from job and public
accommodation discrimination.

Clarence Thomas illegally denied me equal pay when he headed the EEOC because my
scarred face offended his Catholic centerfold standards. Many operations later, looksist bullies
at The Washington Times illegally fired me for the same reason after forcing me to work 80 hour
weeks for 40 hours pay for several years. In both cases, I couldn’t find any affordable lawyers to
help me. What good are anti-discrimination laws if victims can’t afford lawyers? Maryland state
and local government agencies and courts could at least stop paying the seditious Moonie cult
Washington Times for running their classified legal court notices, given its Jan. 6 sedition, wage
theft, Social Security theft, rampant sexual harassment, and discrimination law violations. Why
should Maryland taxpayers fund anti-American and anti-human rights disinformation by The
Washington Times through its only money-making department?

Clergy abuse survivors should be asked how the contraception ban may have ruined their
parents’ marriages, thereby setting them up as vulnerable kids for predatory priests. Also,
survivors should be asked if MBP abuse was encouraged to promote their own abstinence with
dates and spouses. There won’t be any children safe from sexual and medical trafficking until
their mothers are safe from deadly clergy womb trafficking.

Mary Mueller
301-412-5290 (no voicemail)
marymueller1977@gmail.com
8263 Canning Terrace, Greenbelt, MD 20770
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